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Our
commitment
ICG is committed to managing
our investments in a sustainable
and responsible way, to ensure
long-term success for our
investments, our clients and the
communities we operate in.
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Chairman’s
Message
On behalf of Infrastructure Capital Group
(ICG), it is my pleasure to present ICG’s
Sustainability and Responsible Investing
Report for 2019. The purpose of this report
is to provide key highlights of sustainable
and responsible investing activities across
the investment portfolios for the year
ended 30 June 2019.
ICG recognises that sustainability and
responsible investment are vital drivers in
managing the potential investment risks
that can materially impact the long-term
value of infrastructure assets to the
detriment of our investors. To achieve this,
we seek to integrate environmental, social
and governance (ESG) principles and beliefs
across all aspects of the investment and
operational processes.
During the year we continued to collaborate
with industry bodies supporting responsible
investment. We were pleased to maintain
our A rating with the United Nations
Principles of Responsible Investing (PRI)
reporting framework and all three funds
achieved improvements to their results
under the Global Real Estate Sustainability
Benchmark framework (GRESB).

We pride ourselves on active ownership
and strong governance across our
portfolios. The 2019 year was a busy one
for our funds as we actively reviewed our
portfolio through an ESG lens. This resulted
in establishing and updating the ESG policy
for a number of portfolio assets, as well as
setting ESG-related KPI’s and performance
targets to benchmark against. Our aim is to
monitor our ESG performance regularly and
ensure appropriate disclosure of these to
our investors and stakeholders.
We hope you find this report insightful.

Andrew Pickering
Chairman
Infrastructure Capital Group Limited

Our social licence to operate is also
dependent on maintaining a strong
relationship with stakeholders and the
wider community. As a result, we continue
to strengthen our corporate governance
policies and practices and rolled them out
across all our investments. In addition,
we continued to support a number of
community engagement initiatives in 2019.
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Integrating ESG into
our Investment Process

02 Integrating ESG into our Investment Process

Investment selection

ICG’s approach to ESG
We believe that ESG issues and risks can materially impact the long-term
value of our infrastructure assets to the detriment of our investors. As result we
seek to integrate ESG principles and beliefs throughout the investment process,
including investment screening, analysis and decision making.
Our ESG policy define ICG’s approach to sustainable and responsible investing. It is
available upon request or on our website at www.infrastructurecapital.com.au

We recognise the value of ESG integration in order to preserve the long-term value of
our investments and ultimately our investors’ capital.
Our ESG integration process involves systematic inclusion of environmental, social and
governance factors into investment analysis and decision making. This occurs from investment
screening and due diligence through to ongoing asset management and monitoring.

ESG Integration Framework

Overarching ESG Policy & Strategy
ICG ESG Policy
ICG policies and manuals
Asset-level ESG policies
Principles for Responsible Investing (PRI)

Investment selection

Asset Management

Investment screening

Engage stakeholders
on ESG issues

ESG issues arising
in due diligence

Set ESG KPI’s and
Performance Targets

Factor ESG issues into
investment analysis

Identify and manage
ESG risks

Investment Committee and
Trustee Approvals

Monitor and report on
ESG performance

All new investments are screened and
considered against ICG’s ESG policy to
ensure compliance. During due diligence,
if negative screening occurs and risk
management mitigants are uncertain, then
investments or sectors are rejected on the
basis of unacceptable ESG risks.
When undertaking due diligence on
potential investments, we seek to
incorporate ESG issues and risks within
the scopes of third-party advisers and
consultants. This ensures that specialist
and expert views are incorporated into the
analysis process. An example of this is
engaging an environmental adviser
considering potential contamination for
a prospective airport investment.
Where material ESG risks and issues have
been identified, our investment analysis
may incorporate an adjustment for the
particular issue. This may be in the form of
an adjustment to operational cash flow
forecasts to include additional costs, or an
adjustment in discount rate. Consideration
is also given to an investment’s ESG impact
on the overall fund portfolio.
Our investments approvals process
involves the consideration of ESG issues
by our Investment Committee and
independent Trustee Infrastructure
Specialist Asset Management (ISAM), both
of which represent a robust governance
overlay to our investment decision making.
Our Investor Advisory Committee provides
a further forum to discuss potential ESG
matters with our stakeholders.

Asset management
We pride ourselves on active ownership
and strong governance across our portfolio.
As an active asset manager, ICG seeks to
influence ESG issues through ownership
and board representation across our
portfolio companies.
Across our portfolio, 2019 was a busy year
as we actively reviewed each investment
and asset through an ESG lens. This resulted
in establishing and updating ESG policies for
a number of portfolio companies, as well as
setting ESG-related KPI’s and performance
targets to benchmark against.
Our aim is to monitor our ESG performance
regularly and ensure appropriate disclosure
of these to our investors and stakeholders.
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Collaborating to support Sustainable
and Responsible Investment
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In 2019, ICG actively
collaborated with like-minded
organisations that support
sustainable and responsible
investment, as well as increase
transparency for the overall
industry in management of
ESG issues.

Principles for Responsible
Investment (PRI)

GRESB

ICG has been a signatory for the United
Nations backed Principles for Responsible
Investment (PRI) since 2015 and reports
annually under the PRI Framework.
During the 2019 year, ICG maintained its
‘A’ rating with PRI and we continue to
seek ways to improve on this further.
PRI Rating

2019

A

2018

A

The PRI provide a framework for investment
managers to integrate ESG considerations
into investment-making decisions and
analysis. We seek to manage portfolios
in ways that are broadly consistent with
the PRI principles and has adopted the
following six PRI principles as guidelines.

ICG collaborates with GRESB, an
organisation that assesses and benchmarks
ESG performance of real assets. GRESB
provides investors with analytical tools to
monitor ESG performance of their assets,
promoting sustainability practices in
infrastructure assets.
During 2019, GRESB’s Infrastructure Fund
coverage increased by 43% to cover
107 funds while its Infrastructure Asset
coverage increased by 40% to cover
393 assets. This reflects growing investor
awareness of the importance of ESG
issues in investment decision making.
In 2019, ICG’s funds and portfolio assets
continued to rank well under the GRESB
framework, with all three funds improving
on their GRESB benchmark scores relative
to the 2018 reporting year. In particular,
we were pleased that the Australian
Renewables Income Fund (ARIF)
was ranked 4th of 17 funds in the
Renewable Power funds category in
its first year of reporting.

Six Principles for Responsible Investment

Incorporate ESG issues
into investment analysis
and decision-making

Active ownership and
incorporate ESG issues
into ownership policies

Appropriate disclosure
on ESG issues to
stakeholders
Promote acceptance and
implementation of the PRI
principles within industry
Work with others to
enhance our effectiveness
in implementing the
PRI principles
Report on activities and
progress towards
implementing PRI Principles
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Our focus
on Sustainability

04 Our focus on Sustainability

ICG is supportive of the Paris Climate
Agreement’s goal to limit global warming
to below 2 degrees Celsius, along with
the United Nations Sustainable
Development Goals.
We have long recognised the global trend
towards a low carbon future, and have
been an active renewable energy investor
for over a decade. Today, ICG is one of
Australia’s largest private renewable
generators, with over 450 MW of
installed renewable generation capacity.
During the year, ICG launched ARIF,
a dedicated renewable energy fund
that provides investors with a unique
opportunity to invest in a renewable
energy portfolio.

450 MW

Renewable installed
capacity

292,000
Residential
homes powered

ARIF was seeded with three operational
Australian wind farms and is well
poised to further diversify this existing
portfolio with prospective investments
identified across a range of renewable
energy technologies.
Across ICG’s non-renewable portfolio,
sustainability remains a key focus,
with a number of investments undertaking
a range of initiatives aimed at
improving sustainability.

1,024,000

tonnes
Greenhouse gases avoided

CASE STUDY:

Flinders Ports – Sustainability
Review and Initiatives
During 2019, Flinders Ports
management completed a sustainability
review and developed a sustainability
strategy for the business.
Key initiatives undertaken were:
– Development and refinement of
a Sustainability Policy.
– Develop short, medium and long-term
sustainability objectives.
– Engaged a third-party consultant to
undertake a review and develop a
Sustainable Development Strategy.
– Develop a sustainable procurement
policy with the aim of integrating
sustainability objectives into
asset management, planning
and processes.
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Commitment to
Health and Safety

05 ICG’s approach to ESG

We are committed to providing a zero-harm work environment and we have established
policies and procedures that are strictly enforced and reported on. We constantly strive
to ensure that risks are identified and policies and procedures upgraded across all our
portfolio assets in an attempt to eliminate injuries.
Key safety metrics including both lead and lag indicators help to measure success.
Lead Indicators

Lag indicators

Investigation of critical incidents
and corrective actions implemented

12 month rolling lost time
injury frequency rate (LTIFR)

Near miss investigations

Lost Time Injuries (LTIs)

Emergency exercises conducted
(evacuations, security, etc)

Number of medical
treatment injury/illness

Audit corrective actions completed

Number of first aid injuries

Across each portfolio investment
indicators are reviewed and monitored on
a regular basis. Continuous improvement
is encouraged, through setting of KPIs and
operator remuneration incentives that
involve safety targets, as well as ongoing
initiatives and programmes to improve
safety outcomes.
During 2019, we are pleased to report that
9 of 12 portfolio assets achieved zero LTIs.
In particular:
– Flinders Ports achieved an excellent
safety result. In the year ended 30 June
2019, the LTIFR in the ports segment
fell significantly to 28.4. In the last two
months of FY19 there were no LTI’s.
– NCIG has recorded over 12 million-man
hours worked since 2008 and has
an average LTIFR of 0.3.
– Springvale Water Treatment Plant
is currently under construction.
No LTI’s have been recorded
since project commencement
(over 700,000 project hours).

Completion of workplace
inspections to schedule
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Corporate
Governance

06 Corporate Governance

ICG is committed to operating our business
in accordance with high standards of
corporate governance, based on the
principles of transparency, integrity and
responsibility, which we believe will
promote long term sustainability and create
long-term value for ICG’s investors.
We are committed to the highest level of
professional service delivery both internally
and externally.
During the year, we undertook a complete
review of all corporate governance policies
for our group companies including:
– Infrastructure Capital Group
– Infrastructure Specialist
Asset Management
– Infrastructure Capital Services

People and Culture

Governance Framework

Code of Conduct

Trustee

ICG’s group Code of Conduct sets the
standards we expect of our directors,
employees and contractors and the
expectation that employees act at all times
consistently with ICG’s values and ethical
standards, including in a legal, ethical and
responsible manner. Recent policy upgrades
in our Code of Conduct and compliance
training cover professionalism, safety,
honesty and integrity, expected behaviours,
legal and moral standards, and regulatory
requirements. These establish the
framework about “how we do business”,
not only internally but across all our other
engagements with our stakeholders.

ICG has a sound governance and risk
management framework and regularly
reviews the effectiveness of that
framework. The Trustee of ARIF, DIT and
EIT, ISAM, provides an independent,
robust governance overlay and recognises
its responsibility to act honestly, fairly and
diligently and in accordance with the law in
serving the interests of investors.

During 2019, we have made positive
changes and updates to ICG Group’s
compliance policies so that our employees
and contractors understand the behaviours
expected of them whilst at the same time,
providing them with a safe and productive
working environment. We seek to utilise
their competences and experience and
encourage engagement and innovation,
and with recent training programmes,
enhance their capabilities.
Fostering an inclusive work environment
As part of our diversity and inclusion
strategy, ICG seeks to increase both gender
and cultural diversity across the Group.
We have adopted a flexible working
environment for staff, including part-time
and work-from-home arrangements, so that
carers can more effectively balance family
and employment responsibilities.
Whistleblowing
ICG encourages employees to speak
up when they see wrongdoing. We are
committed to maintaining and continuously
improving our strong legal, ethical and
responsible culture. Whistleblowing plays
an important role in increasing transparency
and improving our culture. Our whistleblower
policy sets out how employees can report
concerns they may have about misconduct
across the ICG Group.

The Trustee plays an active role in the
activities of each fund, bringing significant
commercial and financial experience, while
providing a governance overlay and
monitoring ICG’s compliance with its
obligation under its investment
management agreements.
Additionally, the Trustee has established
the Audit, Compliance & Risk Management
Committee to assist with the discharge of
its duties and oversee risk. This is chaired
by an independent director and whose
members are independent directors.
Investors’ Advisory Committees
Another key element of ICG’s corporate
governance framework is the Investors’
Advisory Committees. Each Fund has an
advisory committee that provides a forum
for ICG to seek feedback from investors on
ICG’s general management of the funds, to
provide guidance on certain issues and also
to provide feedback where necessary on
investment policies, mandate compliance
and portfolio construction. Each of the
committees comprises representatives
of the largest unitholders of each fund and
at least one independent director of
the trustee.
External Review
In 2019, we engaged Mercer to undertake
an operational due diligence risk review of
the Group. A number of improvements
were also implemented this year, following
recommendations from the 2018 Mercer
Sentinel review.
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Engaging with our
Stakeholders and Communities

Port Hedland International Airport (PHIA)

PHIA is committed to supporting the
Port Hedland community, through
landing fee waivers for the Royal Flying
Doctor Service and sponsorship of the
annual Northwest Festival.

Mumbida Wind Farm

Mumbida Wind Farm is a Hollomby
Foundation Patron, donating $150,000
over a ten-year period to support its
scholarship program, dedicated to the
advancement of tertiary education in
the Geraldton region.

Kwinana Power Station

During 2019 Kwinana Power Station
continued its support programme for
indigenous youths through scholarship
funding for Guildford Grammar school.

Esperance Energy Project

Esperance Energy Project is a
longstanding member of the Esperance
Chamber of Commerce and Industry
(ECCI). The project is also a sponsor of
the ECCI Business Excellence Awards
which plays a significant role in
recognising and supporting Esperance’s
local businesses.
Within the Esperance Energy Project, the
Esperance Gas Distribution Company
(EGDC) provides gas to the community,
including free gas to the Bay of Isles
Leisure Centre and gas provided to the
Esperance Hospital and Esperance
Caravan Park.
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We recognise that our social license to
own and operate infrastructure investments
is dependent on the relationships we build
with stakeholders and communities.
Stakeholders that ICG typically work
with include:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Residents and landowners;
Local governments and councils;
Federal and State governments;
Traditional owners;
Service providers, suppliers, contractors;
Local and regional interest groups; and
Local business and industry organisations.

Throughout 2019, we continued to support
a number of community initiatives across
portfolio investments.

Newcastle Coal Infrastructure Group

NCIG’s Community Support Program
provides financial and technical
assistance to groups across the local
community. During the year, a total of
46 successful applicants were selected
by the NCIG panel from the arts, sports,
charity, education, health and
environmental sectors.

Bald Hills Wind Farm

The Bald Hills Wind Farm Community
Fund has been established to provide
$25,000 annual funding for projects of
social, economic or environmental
benefit to the Tarwin Lower, Venus Bay,
and Walkerville districts.

Flinders Ports

As one of the biggest employers in
South Australia, Flinders Port Holdings
has a focus on supporting local
communities. Flinders Ports actively
engaged in supporting the local
community and proudly sponsored over
45 events, local community clubs and
organisations through the Group’s
Community Sponsorship Program
during 2019.
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